
Do you like music? Then you haven’t heard Makross

In the beginning there was nothing. Then came something, and now the quartet Makross has completed 
their first album “Det är inte så lätt”, which translates to “It’s not that easy”. Music composed and performed 
by themselves, with themselves and eachother. “It feels great, good and  nice, but mostly good,” says Sebas-
tian Nordström, the bands bass player.

Makross plays everything from energetic and gritty punk-jazz to subtle and beautiful pieces. The music is a 
result of both composition and collective improvisation, therefore it constantly finds new paths and expressions. 
Each member contributes with his own doubtful musical background in an unique way to the quartets whole.

Alcoholic beverages, sausages, John Coltrane, Albert Ayler and life’s ups and downs, have been inspiration to the 
eight instrumental tracks with titles that are difficult to interpret. 
The melody in “Kontrakt 80” consists of eighty tones. The title “4 kung” comes from a request of borrowing 
some money to buy four beers. “The title track ‘Det är inte så lätt’ is about that everything always comes back to 
one thing, nothing is easy,” says alto player Jens Persson.

The group was founded in Malmö, Sweden, and has been playing together since 2010. Now, after two years of 
creative anxeity, and long enough for everyone to grow a mustache, the debut album is finished.
On the print of the record one can find the different things that Makross has received as payment for their per-
formances, among other things: a glass of cashew nuts and the occaisonal fruit.

Jens Persson – Alto sax
Rasmus Nyvall – Tenor sax
Sebastian Nordström – Double bass
Kristoffer Rostedt – Drums
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